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ABSTRACT 

Clustering is one of the phenomenal process towards information retrieval and knowledge discovery. 

Cluster optimality is still a questionable factor for current benchmarking clustering strategies. In particular 

document clustering is most sensible towards information retrieval and knowledge discovery, which is due 

to the curse of high volume and high dimensionality observed in recent times. In order to this many of 

document clustering models have been devised in recent times, but all of these models are questionable 

either the case of cluster optimality, process time complexity or adoptability. Henceforth, here we devised a 

deep machine learning approach called incremental evolutionary genetic algorithm based optimal document 

clustering (ODC) process. The experiments were done on documents dataset with curse of high 

dimensionality and volume.  The results obtained from the experiments observed to be remarkably 

optimistic towards document clustering and also evincing the linearity in time complexity and memory 

usage. 

Keywords: Text Mining, Unsupervised Learning, Document Clustering, Cluster Optimization, 

Evolutionary Computation, ODC 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Due to the exponential raise in internet usage 

towards document collection and storage such as 

journal and news archives, information retrieval 

and knowledge discovery from document corpus 

become monotonous task, which due to the curse 

of high volume in number of documents and high 

dimensionality of the document concepts[21,8] In 

order to this the documents need to be segregated 

into groups according to their similarity scope. 

This can be done by supervised or unsupervised 

learning[17]. Prior knowledge of the group 

identity labels helps to assess and group the 

relative documents is  known as supervised 

learning, which often is not possible since the 

most of the times these labels are obsolete or 

unknown[17] In such situations documents should 

be classified by their relevance scope assessed 

dynamically, which is known as the process 

called unsupervised learning. Document 

clustering is one of such unsupervised learning 

strategy. The significant research objective in 

document clustering is the optimality of the 

clusters and cluster count[7]. Many of existing 

algorithms are questionable for either the case of 

cluster optimality or optimal cluster count or 

both[28]. 

Bio-inspired are playing phenomenal role to 

handle optimization issues [34],[13],[9],[42] One 

of that bio-inspired approach is genetic algorithm 

that can be used to resolve the optimization issues 

[37].The other few significant bio-inspired 

strategies are simulated annealing (SA)[10],the 

ant colony optimization (ACO)[25]and the 

particle swarm optimization 
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(PSO)[20],[3],[14],[19],[44]andmany more. This 

paper proposed an optimal document clustering 

approach that uses incremental evolutionary 

genetic algorithm[23] to optimize the clusters 

those initially formed. The ODC is assessing the 

hamming distance [31] of the documents to form 

the initial clusters. Further 

Incrementalevolutionary genetic algorithm [23] is 

used to optimize these clusters. The fitness 

function proposed is using Jaccard index  [18]to 

estimate the optimality of the cluster.  

The rest of the article is organized as follows. 

Section 2 is explored the associated models in 

document clustering. Section 3 is elaborating the 

proposed approach that followed by the section 4, 

which is discussing of experimental setup and 

performance analysis. The section 5 summarizing 

the contributions of the article. 

2 RELATED WORK 

 

Traditional clustering algorithms [35],[5],[15] 

[2],[27],[1] are data centric, which are not optimal 

in in need of identifying labeled clusters. These 

algorithms are not adoptable for document 

clustering, since they generally grouped into 

labeled clusters [6]. 

The variable string length genetic algorithm [36] 

is aimed to identify both the optimal clusters and 

cluster count. The traditional Genetic Algorithm 

is used to identify the semantic structure in order 

to define the optimal clusters. The fitness function 

is used to identify the semantic similarity of the 

documents in a given cluster, which is done by 

Davis-Bouldin index [4].  

The combination of GA and PSO is proposed 

[29]for document clustering, which is using PSO 

to search in large spaces and the GA is used to 

define the optimal clusters for given document 

set. This hybrid model is evincing optimal 

performance to identify optimal cluster count 

under high diversity observed between given 

documents.  

The document clustering algorithms [16], [12] are 

the combination of Particle Swarm Optimization 

and Latent Semantic Index. These are aimed to 

achieve optimality in search and reduce the 

dimensionality. The experiments indicating the 

advantage of these models to reduce 

dimensionality and search complexity. 

The PSO based document clustering algorithms 

KPSO and FCPSO[40] are hybridizing the PSO 

with K-Means[39] Fuzzy C Means[39](Steinbach, 

2000)[39]respectively. The clusters obtained from 

FCPSO are optimal than KPSO, K-means [40] 

and Fuzzy C Means (Steinbach, 2000). [35] 

The other document clustering algorithm(Nihal 

M. AbdelHamid, 2013),[30] which is using Bees 

Algorithm to optimize the discovered clusters. 

The objective of the model is to discover the 

optimal cluster and the same is claimed by 

comparing with GA based document 

clustering(Park, 2009), [36]K-Means (Steinbach, 

2000).[35],An ACO based document clustering 

algorithm[22]is another benchmarking 

evolutionary model. The Ant movement is 

completely randomized in order to span the 

search towards optimal cluster discovery. The 

theme of the warm intelligence (paraffin based 

search) taken from the ants is discarded, hence the 

model is least significant to claim as Ant colony 

approach and it is not much contradict to claim 

the search process is resembles the CUCKOO 

Search [6]. 

The observed computational complexities of all 

of these benchmarking models are nonlinear and 

cluster count and cluster optimality is 

questionable due to the curse dimensionality 

reduction by semantic relevance. All of these 

models are least significant to define optimal 

cluster count for document set with fewer 

divergence. Since the complexity of the 

traditional evolutionary strategies like GA, the 

process complexity is observed as nonlinear. 

In order to this here we devised a novel optimal 

document clustering by incremental evolutionary 

genetic algorithm, which is considering the 

constraints called computational complexity and 

optimal cluster count and optimal clusters of the 

benchmarking models as objective of optimality.  
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In order to simplify the initial cluster formation, 

we adopted computationally much simplified 

approach called hamming distance [31] to identify 

the document similarity. Since the adopted 

genetic algorithm is based on incremental 

evolutions, the computational complexity 

expected to be linear. The dimensionality 

reduction by concept, context and semantic 

relevance is left for future enhancement of the 

proposed model. 

3 INCREMENTAL EVOLUTIONARY 

GENETIC ALGORITHM BASED 

OPTIMAL DOCUMENT 

CLUSTERING. 

 

The GA based optimal document clustering 

proposed here in this article is explored in this 

section. The Overall process is done in 4 stages 

and those are 1: dataset preprocessing, 2: initial 

cluster formation, 3: defining fitness function and 

optimizing clusters by Incremental Evolutionary 

Genetic Algorithm. The exploration of the 

process is done following subsections. 

3.1 Dataset Preprocessing 

For each document 

{ 1, 2,...,| |}i id d DS i DS∃ ∈ ∧ = Begin 

Form a word vector

1 2 | ( )|
( ) { , ,....., }

ii W d
W d w w w=  

Remove noise (special symbols) and stop-words 

from the vector ( )iW d  

End 

3.2 Initial Cluster formation 

Initial clusters will be formed for each document 

id  and the other documents having hamming 

distance with id less than the given threshold

hdt . The model of initial cluster formation is 

explored below:   

1. For each word vector 

{ ( ) 1,2,3,.... | |}iW d i DS∧ =

document Begin 

ic i←  // ic  is the cluster initialized 

with index i  of the document id  

Find the hamming distance with other all 

documents as follows 

2. For each word vector 

{ ( ) 1, 2,3,.... | |}
j

W d i j j DS∃ ≠ ∧ =

Begin 

For a given two vectors 

1 2 | ( )|
( ) { , ,.........., }

ii W d
W d wi wi wi=   

and 

1 2 | ( )|( ) { , ,........., }
jj W dW d wj wj wj=   

of size | ( ) |iW d   and | ( ) |
j

W d  

respectively. Hamming Distance can be 

measured as follows 

Let W φ←  // is a vector of size 0 

3. 
{ 1, 2,3,..

...max(| ( ) |,| ( ) |)}i j

foreach k k

W d W d

∃ =
 

Begin 

({ ( )}

{ ( )}) 0

k k i

k k j

if  wi wi W d

wj wj W d  then

∃ ∈ −

∃ ∈ ≡
 

{ ( )}

{ ( )}

k k i

k k j

W wi Wi W d

wj wj W d

← ∃ ∈

− ∃ ∈
 

Else 

1W ←  

End // end of loop in step 3 

| |

1
( ) ( )

{ }

max(| ( ) |,| ( ) |)i j

W

l
W d W d

i j

W l

hd
W d W d

=
↔ =

∑

 

// ( ) ( )i jW d W dhd ↔ is the hamming 

distance between ( )
i

W d and 

( )
j

W d  , { }W l  is the 
thl  

element of the vector W  and 
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| |W  is the size of the vector 

W  

If( ( ) ( )i jW d W dhd hdt↔ < ) then 

i
c j←  // since the hamming 

distance between 
i

d  and 
j

d  is 

less than the threshold hdt  

index j  of document 
j

d  

moved to the cluster 
i

c  

End // end of loop in step 2 

i
C c←  // C  be the set, contains the 

clusters formed 

End //end of loop in step 1 

Discard the clusters from C those are subset or 

equal to any of other cluster, merge the clusters 

those are approximately equal under given 

threshold. This will be done as follows 

4. For each 

{ 1,2,.... | |}
i i

c c C i C∃ ∈ ∧ =  Begin 

5. For each 

{ 1, 2,.... | |}
j j

c c C i j j C∃ ∈ ∧ ≠ ∀ =  

Begin 

If ( )
i j

c c⊆  then  

{ } { }
i

C C c← −  // discarding 

i
c  from C  

6. Else if ( )i jc c�  then Begin //
i

c  and 

j
c  approximately equal on threshold ∆  

  
k i j

c c c← U // new cluster 

that contains the all of 
i

c  and 
j

c  

  
k

C c←  // adding new cluster 

k
c  to C  

  { } { }
i

C C c← − //Discarding 

cluster 
i

c  

  { } { }
j

C C c← − // discarding 

cluster 
j

c  

 End // of condition in step 6 

End// end of loop in step 5 

End//end of loop in step 4 

3.3 Fitness function 

The cluster fitness can be assessed as follows: 

� Find Jaccard similarity of each 

document with all other documents 

of the cluster as follows. 

For a given cluster 
i

c  

wv φ←  //word 

vector that contains all words of 

the documents of the cluster 
i

c  

For each index 

{ }
i

j j c∃ ∈  Begin 

( )
j

wv wv W d← U  

End 

For each index { }
i

j j c∃ ∈  

Begin 

| ( ( ) ) |

| ( ( ) |i j

j

c d

j

W d wv
js

W d wv
↔ =

I

U

 

End  

� Find the average of Jaccard 

similarity ( )ijs c  observed for all 

documents in the given cluster ic as 

follow. 

{ }

| |

1
( )

| |

i

i c ji

c

c d

j

i

i

js

js c
c

↔
=

=

∑
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� Find mean absolute distance 

( )i mad
js c  of the Jaccard 

similarity observed for all 

documents in the cluster. 

( )
{ }

| | 2

1

( )

( )
| |

i

i c ji

c

i c d

j

i mad
i

js c js

js c
c

↔

=

−

=

∑
If 

mean absolute distance is approximately 0, then 

finalize the cluster ic , else If ( )ijs c is greater 

than the any of the parent chromosome, then 

consider the new cluster. 

3.4 Incremental Evolutionary Genetic 

Algorithm 

Each pair of clusters from C are considered as 

input to the incremental evolution process of the 

genetic algorithm. The strategy of incremental 

evolutions on the clusters applied as follows: 

ls true← //loop state initialized with Boolean 

value true 

While ( ls ) Begin 

 tC C←  // clone the set of clusters C  

as tC  

 C φ← //An empty set of clusters 

//Find the common documents 

as cross over points follows, 

such that the number of 

documents as predecessor and 

successor are not zero.
 

1. For each cluster { }
i i

c c C∀ ∈ Begin 

2. For each cluster { ( }j jc c C j i∃ ∈ ∧ ≠  

Begin 

3. For each { }ik k c∃ ∈  Begin 

4. For each { }
j

l l c∃ ∈  Begin 

//Split each cluster of the pair on cross-

over point and form new cluster from the 

left part of the one cluster and right part 

of the other cluster as follows 

5. If ( )k l≡  Begin 

Partite cluster 
i

c in to two at 

cross point k , and label the left 

part as ic
su

and right part as ic
ur

 

Partite cluster 
jc in to two at 

cross point l , and label the left 

part as jc
suu

and right part as jc
uur

 

Form cluster 
p

c   by connecting 

left part of ic and right part of 

jc  

Form cluster 
q

c   by connecting 

left part of 
jc and right part of 

ic  

//Find fitness of each new 

cluster as explored in sec 3.3 

Assess fitness of the clusters 

p
c  and 

q
c  (see sec 3.3) 

if ( )( ) 0p mad
js c ≅ finalize 

the cluster 
q

c  

else if

( )

( )

( ) ( ) ||

( ) ( )

p i

p j

js c js c

js c js c

>

>

pC c←  

if ( )( ) 0q mad
js c ≅ finalize 

the cluster 
p

c  

else if  

( )

( )

( ) ( ) ||

( ) ( )

q i

q j

js c js c

js c js c

>

>

qC c←  

End //end of condition in step 5 
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End //end of loop in step 4 

End //end of loop in step 3 

End //end of loop in step 2 

End //end of loop in step 1 

C C C← U  

Discard the clusters from C  

those are subset or equal to any 

of other cluster, merge the 

clusters those are approximately 

equal under given threshold. 

This will be done as follows 

7. For each 

{ 1,2,.... | |}i ic c C i C∃ ∈ ∧ =  Begin 

8. For each 

{ 1, 2,.... | |}
j j

c c C i j j C∃ ∈ ∧ ≠ ∀ =  

Begin 

If ( )
i j

c c⊆  then  

{ } { }iC C c← −  // discarding 

ic  from C  

9. Else if ( )i jc c�  then Begin // ic  and 

j
c  approximately equal on threshold ∆  

  
k i j

c c c← U // new cluster 

that contains the all of ic  and 
j

c  

  kC c←  // adding new cluster 

kc  to C  

  { } { }iC C c← −   //Discarding 

cluster ic  

  { } { }
j

C C c← − // discarding 

cluster 
j

c  

 End // of condition in step 9 

End// end of loop in step 8 

End//end of loop in step 7 

 If ( )C tC≅ then ls false←  

End // end of the while loop (completion 

of the GA process) 

The C  contains set of all finalized clusters 

4 EXPERIMENTAL STUDY AND 

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

4.1 The Dataset 

The objective of the model is to perform the 

optimal document clustering using incremental 

evolutionary genetic algorithm (citation 

required). To assess the scalability and clustering 

accuracy, we adopt the manually labeled of 

scientific research articles from divergent 

domains. The terms mostly similar in most of 

these domains but the articles are divergent in 

terms of concepts like wired, wireless, 

communication and ad hoc networks, data 

mining, data science, knowledge discovery and 

information retrieval and same impact can 

observe even in distribute computing as terms 

used are similar but articles are divergent under 

concepts like cloud computing, grid computing 

and parallel computing. We initially cluster the 

documents by their concept relevance and 

obtained prior knowledge of the possible clusters 

and documents of those clusters.  

4.2 Assessment metrics and strategy 

The metrics that we considered to assess the 

accuracy of the clusters formed by ODCare 

precision, sensitivity, specificity and accuracy, 

which are estimated by using true-positives, false-

positives, true negatives and false negatives.In 

order to obtain the true negatives and false 

negatives, we considered set of reverential 

documents, which can be grouped as separate 

cluster.  

The adopted model is an evolutionary strategy, 

which is often complexed towards process and 

resource utilization. Hence the time complexity 

and process complexity of the proposed algorithm 

also being assessed. 
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4.3 Experimental setup and Results 

Since the assessment metrics computational and 

resource complexity also included in performance 

analysis, a computer with i5 processor, 4GB Ram 

and Nvidia 4GB graphics card[33]used. The 

implementation is done in CUDA. [32]Statistical 

metrics analysis is done using explorative 

language R [18]. The input and obtained results 

are explored in Table 1. 

Total Number of 

Documents 

Labeled: 1021, 

unlabeled: 479  

Total Number of actual 

clusters 

14 from labeled 

documents 

Total Number of Initial 

Clusters 

67 from all labeled and 

unlabeled documents 

Total  Number of 

Predicted Clusters by 

ODC 

20 from all labeled and 

unlabeled documents 

True Positives 1007 

False Positives 28 

True Negatives 451 

False Negatives 14 

Precision 0.972947 

Sensitivity 0.986288 

Specificity 0.969892 

Accuracy 0.972 

Table 1: Input and observed metric values from 

the experiments 

The performance of the model is assessed on a 

document set of size 1500. Among these 

documents 1021 documents already with known 

labels, which are notice to be fit into 14 clusters. 

In order to assess the accuracy, the documents of 

size 479 of divergent concepts, which are far 

different from the concepts of the labeled 

documents, are considered. The labeled 

documents are considered as positives and 

unlabeled documents are considered as negatives 

towards the actual clusters defined. Further the 

clusters predicted by ODC are assessed, which is 

based on the association of the documents given. 

The Metric values indicating that prediction of 

document associability under Jaccard index 

(document relevancy to the cluster) by the ODC 

is phenomenally significant (precision is 

0.972947). The true positive Rate that indicates 

the true prediction of ratio of documents for 

relevant cluster is also considerably high 

(sensitivity is 0.986288) for ODC. The prediction 

rate of irrelevant documents to the defined 

clusters is also remarkably high (specificity is 

0.969892). The overall document clustering 

optimality by ODC is observed as  thebest, since 

the 97% of the documents grouped into relevant 

labels under the given input and experimental 

setup (accuracy is 0.972). 

The computational complexity and resource cost 

is also assessed, which is done under divergent 

count of initial clusters as input. The time 

complexity observed to be linear for given initial 

clusters as input (see fig 1). The memory usage of 

Incremental evolutionary genetic algorithm is also 

being noticed as linear for given input clusters 

(see fig 2). 

 

Figure 1: Incremental Evolutionary Genetic Algorithm 

Completion Time Observed For Divergent Count Of 

Input Clusters 
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Figure 2: Memory Used For Incremental Evolutionary 

Genetic Algorithm 

5 CONCLUSION 

 

Optimal Document Clustering (ODC) by 

Incremental Evolutionary Genetic Algorithm is 

proposed in this article. The overall procedure is 

done in three level hierarchies. First level of the 

ODC is the formation of the initial clusters, in  

which hamming distance  is used to identify the 

term based similarity between documents.  

        Further the fitness function is defined that 

estimates the fitness of the cluster using Jaccard 

index. The initial clusters further optimized using 

incremental evolutionary genetic algorithm, 

which is the third level of the ODC.  

        Experiments are done in the context of 

assessing the accuracy of the ODC by statistical 

metrics called precision, sensitivity, specificity 

and accuracy. The time complexity and memory 

usage also assessed in order to estimate the 

scalability of the incremental evolutionary genetic 

algorithm.  

In order to this a set of documents that 

already labeled manually are taken as input. The 

accuracy, robustness and scalability of the ODC 

are phenomenally significant. Unlike traditional 

Genetic algorithm, the incremental evolutionary 

genetic algorithm is observed to be linear in time 

complexity and resource utilization. The 

performance analysis of the results obtained from 

the experimental setup motivates us to stretch the 

research further to perform the document 

clustering by concept, context and semantic 

relevance of the documents. Also our future 

contributions can be the optimized document 

clustering by deep machine learning through 

evolutionary computational strategies, 

whichreduces the dimensionality by concept, 

context and semantic relevance.  
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